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Trip B-2

THE GEOLOGY OF PRECAMBRIAN ROCKS OF NEWPORT
AND MIDDLETOWN, RHODE ISLAND
by
Nicholas Rast
Department of Geology
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506

and

James W. Skehan, S.J.
Weston Observatory
Dept, of Geology & Geophysics
Boston College
Weston, MA 02193

INTRODUCTION
The older rocks of Newport, Rhode Island have been extensively described
(full bibliography in Quinn, 1971).
In recent years these rocks were dis
cussed by Kay and Chappie (1976), mapped by Moore (1975), and Smith (1978) has
dated the Newport granite which intrudes the bedded rocks.
The bedded succ
ession has been referred to, on incomplete evidence but correctly,as a meta
sedimentary sequence overlain by volcaniclastic rocks (Quinn, 1971).
Each of
the two sequences is of a considerable thickness and the informal terms, New
port and Price's Neck formation
have been given to the metasedimentary and
the metavolcanic sequence respectively (Rast and Skehan, in press 1981).
The
Newport formation was thought to be possibly Lower Cambrian (Murray and
Skehan, 1979), but the present mapping establishes the rocks as Precambrian.
The structure of the area so far has been incompletely described although
it has been recognized that the bedded rocks have undergone polyphase deform
ation (Kay and Chappie, 1976).
We have remapped the critical contacts and
have established a general sequence of stratigraphic and structural events with
special attention being paid to sedimentary facing and extensive refolding.
GENERAL SETTING
In Newport and Middletown townships (Fig. 1) the Precambrian rocks outcrop
in western Newport, in southern Newport on Cliffwalk, and on Sachuest Point and
Gould Island of the Sakonnet River (Fig. 1).
The western Newport outcrop,
being the largest, has been called the Main Outcrop .
In the Main Outcrop
the metasedimentary strata are folded into over
turned recumbent folds, while the volcanogenic rocks are in upright folds.
In
both cases these folds (F^) are refolded by small second folds (F2) . Both sets
of folds have axial plane cleavages (Si and S2) but the most pervasive cleavage
is the S2 . Contemporaneous and later faults are abundant.
The contact between sedimentary and volcanogenic rocks (Table 1) is in
most cases a fault although at Stop 4 (Fig. 1) a small outlier of Price's Neck
formation grades down into metasedimentary rocks, and in the northern part of
Stop 6 (Fig. 1) volcanogenic layers can be recognized as interbeds in the
metasedimentary rocks.
At both stops and also at Locality A (Fig. 1) the New
port formation faces into the Price's Neck formation.
Therefore, the collect
ive evidence is that volcanogenic rocks of the Price's Neck formation are
younger than the metasedimentary rocks of the Newport formation and that,
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despite the appreciable recumbent early folds, the succession as a whole
faces upward.
Within the Newport formation the F^ overturned to recumbent
folds cause rapid and sudden inversions of sedimentary facing.

Price's Neck formation (purple volcaniclastic turbidites
and tuffs in felsic volcanogenic sequence) - Units 1-4.

member - upper part (diamicite or olistostrome
ted graywacke turbidites. Quartzites, dolomite

Ft. Adams member - lower part (semipelites with interbedded
quartzite and olistoliths).

Graves Point member
(pelites and siltstones, with thin
turbidites and volcanogenic intercalations).

Brenton Point member (turbidites, felsic to intermediate
pelitic tuff).

Castle Hill member (turbidites, slates and tuffs)

Table 1 . Stratigraphic succession of Newport and Price's
Neck formations of Newport and Middletown, Rhode Island
(modified from Rast and Skehan, in press, 1981).

STRATIGRAPHY
On the basis of sedimentary facing, Rast and Skehan (in press,
divided the Newport formation as follows from the bottom upward:

1981) have

Castle Hill member - This member consists mainly of composite graywacke
beds of sandstone and slate 30 cm to 1.5 m thick, the sandy part grading up
into slate.
Thicker graywacke beds commonly show soft-sediment deformation
including chaotic bedding, slump folding, and intraformation shale-fragment
breccias.
These features suggest that these rocks are fluxoturbidites
deposited on a slope.
A few beds of conglomerate, limestone, and dolomite
concretions are present in restricted parts of the section.
■

Brenton Point member
- Upward grading sandstones or turbidites of the type
found in the Castle Hill member grade up into thin-bedded siltstones inter-
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layered with thin felsic volcanic units.
The felsic units, that are usually
buff weathering and porcellanitic, contain few sedimentary structures except
for ubiquitous lamination, and are not traceable for distances greater than
several hundred feet.
At the contacts with the Brenton Point and Castle Hill
members, these volcanic horizons are particularly abundant and show slumping.
Graves Point member - This member consists essentially of fine-grained
deposits of siltstones, pelites and volcanogenic intercalations.
The pelites
vary from true phyllites to metasiltstones, are variably gray to green to
maroon and contain occasional thin turbidites.
The Graves Point member on
the western side of the Fort Adams peninsula (Fig. 1) gradually passes to the
east into chaotically disturbed rocks of the Fort Adams member.

Fort Adams member - This member is comprised of fragments of Mpull-apartM
beds and exotic blocks in a fine-grained pelitic and semipelitic matrix.
On
the eastern side of the Fort Adams Peninsula the member contains elongated
fragments of disjointed turbidites, white quartzites, buff weathering calcsilicate rock, and carbonates.
In addition, there are rarer fragments of
mafic and, at Locality A (Fig. 1), ultramafic rocks.
Toward the top, the Fort
Adams member passes into volcaniclastic and slaty rocks interbedded with dis
rupted feldspathic sandstone horizons (Fig. 1, Stop 4).
This relationship
suggests that the disruption has been produced during the sedimentation rather
than tectonically. The tectonic deformation produced particularly chaotic
structures as is also seen at Stop 6 .
Price's Neck formation - In the Main Outcrop o f Newport (Fig. 1), the
Price's Neck formation consists of three units, from bottom to top:
Unit 1.

Agglomerate breccias (in part at least representing lahars)
conglomerates, and associated soft sediment deformed coarse tuff.

Unit 2.

Thinly bedded tuff and laminated sediments with possible
rhyolite flows.

Unit 3.

Graded beds of aquagene tuffs fining upward into siltstones
and slates.

At Sachuest Point and Gould Island (Fig. 1) a thick unit of essentially
volcanogenic conglomerates appears to fine downward into Unit 3. Thus, these
conglomerates appear to represent a higher Unit 4 of the sequence.
Minor Intrusions
In many localities the Price's Neck formation is crosscut by felsic dikes.
In the central part of the Main Outcrop a large number of dikes seem to form
a stockwork of felsic intrusive bodies that was probably a feeder to the vol
canogenic rocks.
All formations are cut by later mafic dikes (Moore,
1975).
At Locality D on Jamestown (Fig. 1) these dikes crosscut first folds
and are folded by the second folds.
Therefore, these dikes are post-F1 and
pre-F2 .

Newport Granite - The intrusive contact of the Newport granite is well
exposed in at least three localities:
1) on Cliffwalk between Sheep Point and
Lands End,
2) on Cliffwalk at B a i l e y Ts Beach, and 3) near Rogers High School
(Loc, E, Fig. 1).
The Newport granite, which at Cliffwalk intrudes the olistostrome of the
Fort Adams member of the Newport formation, is responsible for widespread
contact metamorphic hornfelsing or spotting of both the Newport and P r i c e ’s
Neck formations of Cliffwalk, and the P r i c e ’s Neck of the Main Outcrop.
The
spotting decreases westward so that most of the metasedimentary rocks of west
ern Newport are not appreciably contact metamorphosed.
The granite, therefore,
is later than all the bedded rocks of either the Newport formation or the
P r i c e ’s Neck formation.
The Newport granite is a coarse granitic rock varying in composition
betw een true granite and adamellite.
In places it is coarsely porphyritic.
Internally the pluton is cross-cut by aplites and quartzo-feldspathic pegma
tites and relatively smaller bodies of fine-grained granite.
The intrusion is
appreciably deformed and is particularly affected by faults of several ages
(Stop 6).
It has a whole rock Rb/Sr date of 595+ 12 Ma (Smith, 1978), and in
Fort Wetherill, it is cut by mafic dikes of northwest to southeast trend.
STRUCTURE
The Newport and P r i c e ’s Neck formations are involved in two principal
fold-generating deformations.
The first folds in the metasedimentary Newport
formation are strongly overturned to the east and southeast and in the west
of the Main Outcrop are recumbent and sub-isoclinal to isoclinal.
The second
deformation produces only relatively small folds that verge to the east and
northeast, have fold axes whose trend averages NE-SW, and are associated with
a generally low-lying cleavage.
There is possibly a third episode of folding
on an approximately north-south axis that is responsible for changes of dip
of the S£
In the Price's Neck sequence, the first folds are common, can be identi
fied from reversals in the direction of sedimentary facing on the S2 c
and have a dominantly, persistent trend of approximately E-W, but also rare
NE trends.
Second folds are less frequent, are generally small and variable
but with a dominant trend of approximately E-W.
The second cleavage in the
P r i c e ’s Neck formation is somewhat steeper than in the Newport formation.
The difference in style of folding is attributed to the ductility contrasts
between the metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks.
A fairly low-lying S2 cleavage can also be recognized in the granite at
B a i l e y ’s Beach (Fig. 1).
Although the granite is commonly affected by a steep
foliation-like repetitive parting structure, it is clearly not a feature of
the first period of deformation because at Cliffwalk (Stop 6 ) granite cross
cuts the already deformed and once cleaved metasediments of the olistostrome
and has a chilled contact against them and both are cut by prominent NE-strik
ing S 2 cleavage.
The S-^ cleavage of Cliffwalk commonly strikes E-W to NE.
The granite has been intruded prior to the movements that generated S2
cleavage, but later than those that have generated S^ cleavage.
The mafic
dikes that cut granite and metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks, also
cut folds of the first deformation, but are affected by F2 folds and S2
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cleavage.
To summarize the structural-stratigraphic relationships,
general succession of events is indicated:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

the following

Deposition of the Newport formation.
Deposition of the P r i c e ’s Neck formation.
Deformation of the above sequence by F-, movements.
Intrusion of Newport granite and some felsitic and appinitic dikes.
Intrusion of mafic
dikes.
Deformation of the above formations and intrusives by F 2 movements.
Uplift and erosion of these rocks prior to deposition and deformation
of fossiliferous Middle Cambrian marine sediments as well as later
deposition and deformation of fossiliferous Pennsylvanian fluvial
sedimentary rocks.
STRATIGRAPHIC AND STRUCTURAL CORRELATIONS

The metasedimentary and metavolcanic succession of Newport, Rhode Island
has been recognized as Precambrian by virtue of being cross-cut by the Newport
granite that is just under 600 million years old.
In the area there are also
fossiliferous Middle Cambrian rocks (Skehan and others, 1978; Skehan, Rast
and Logue, this volume), ranging upward possibly to Upper Cambrian, and also
strata of Pennsylvanian age (Quinn, 1971).
All of these rocks are apprec
iably deformed, but the ages of deformation at present are not completely
clear except that there must have been a Late Precambrian orogeny, a polyphase post-Middle Cambrian to pre-Pennsylvanian folding and mafic dike
intrusion episode; and a late Pennsylvanian-Permian orogeny, the Alleghanian
orogeny.
At least the first Precambrian episode (pre-Newport granite) can be
attributed to the Cadomian II (Avalonian orogeny) that manifests itself
especially well in Anglesey, North Wales as the Monian orogeny (Greenly, 1919,
Rast and others, 1976; Rast, 1980; Skehan and Rast, 1981), the approximate
age of which is 620 Ma (Wood, 1974).
This may be the same as the Virgilina
disturbance or orogeny in the Slate Belt of the southern Appalachians des
cribed by Glover and Sinha (1973).
The polyphase folding and dike intrusion
episode recorded in the Cambrian rocks of Jamestown, (Skehan and others, 1978;
and Murray and Skehan, 1979) may bear no relationship to the Taconian or
Acadian orogenies of New England if the preliminary conclusions of Kent and
Opdyke (1978) are valid.
They conclude, on paleomagnetic evidence, that the
Avalonian platform rocks of southeastern New England were in the southern
hemisphere during Devonian time and were far distant from the rocks of the
North American plate with which they have been associated since approximately
Pennsylvanian time.
The rocks of Pennsylvanian age of the Narragansett Basin have undergone
polyphase folding, metamorphism, and igneous intrusion during the Alleghanian
orogeny (Quinn, 1971; Skehan and others, 1976; Skehan and others, 1979; and
Skehan and Murray, 1980).
The Alleghanian orogeny may have resulted from a
collision produced as the Avalonian plate was being pushed against the North
American plate.
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ROAD LOG AND GUIDE
The locations of field stops for this excursion are shown on Figure 1;
certain features will be illustrated in greater detail in subsequent figures
The directions in this guide are designed for smaller self-led groups, and
therefore, differ slightly from the route which we will actually follow due
to easier access to certain stops as a result of special permission of land
owners.

0.0

Start trip at the east end of the Newport Bridge at junction
of Routes 138 and 238.
Those who come from the north or west
may approach this location using Route 138 east; those coming
from the north and/or east may do so via Route 138 west.
Proceed
from the Newport Bridge south on 238 following the signs to
Newport and the scenic Ocean Drive.
These will bring you to
Memorial Boulevard W. via America's Cup Avenue.

1.1

Thames Street.
St. Mary's Church, where in 1953 John Fitzgerald
Kennedy was married to Jacqueline Lee Bouvier, is on the right.

1.4

Junction with Bellevue Avenue; turn south (right), Tennis Hall
of Fame on left; along Bellevue note signs to many of the
famous Newport Mansions such as Mrs. Astor's Beechwood and
Salve Regina Newport College.

3.6

Follow Bellevue Avenue past Ledge Road at (3.45 miles) to Ocean
Drive; turn left on Ocean Drive and continue to Stop 1.
Rocks
seen en route include the Newport granite (Fig. 1) and the
Price's Neck volcaniclastic rocks.

5.25

Pull over onto the shoulder of the road at west end of Goose
Neck Cove, north of Ocean Drive.
Price's Neck formation, Unit 3, south of Ocean
Drive (Fig. 1).
Geological features of general interest include:
a) Original features of sedimentation including graded tuffs and
lapilli agglomerates.
The tuffs have thin laminations of
pelite and consequently in places show strong soft-sediment
deformation including slump folding, pull aparts and the
isolation of slump folds as mudballs.
b) The structure is complex and involves the repetition of
subisoclinal folds with steep axial planes and fairly steep
axes attributable to the F 1 episode of folding.
Variable
in intensity, the S2 cleavage cuts across the early folds
and in places kink-like F2 folds are observed.
The graded
beds, with their fine pelitic tops, are metamorphically
spotted and have developed an apparent reversal of grading.
The spots, which appear to be retrogressed cordierite
crystals, are unoriented with respect to the first episode
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of deformation but in places have a weak orientation with
respect to the second.
Specific features may be observed at the following points (Fig.2)
1-1. A. An anastomosing syn-deformational slide.
B. A fragment of a soft sediment fold may be observed.
1-2. An F^ fold, determined on the basis of graded beds,
plunges west at 75 . This fold is cut by faults showing
a few inches of displacement.

Figure 2 . Sketch map of Stop 1, south of Goose Neck Cove and Ocean
Drive, showing location of selected geologic features of the Price's
Neck formation.
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1-3. An
fold is recognized on the basis that
cleavage
is axial planar to the folds and the topping direction
going north does not reverse itself.
1-4. An F-^ fold is determined on the basis that the later
cleavage (S2) cuts across both limbs of the fold which
top as shown on Figure 2.
Just north of this fold
there is excellent reversal of grading due to thermal
spotting.
1-5. Vein of jaspilitic quartz.
Nearby is a bed of
agglomeratic lapilli.
Beds top to the north.
1-6. Using the iron stake as a marker one may examine the
beds nearby to determine reversal of topping direction
in an F-^ fold (Fig. 2).
A fault of small displacement
cuts across the nose of an F-^ fold having a coarse
lapilli agglomerate bed as a marker horizon.
1-7.

1-8.
1-9.

1-10.

On the outcrop just east of 1-6 may be seen an F 2
fold topping to the north.
Well developed soft sediment deformation.
Graded beds top to the south;
S2 cleavage (N. 4 0 ° W. ; 45°SW).

cleavage (N. 8 0 ° W . ; 75°S);

Mylonitized selvage on fault (N. 50WE; vertical)
offset 0.3 m by late fault (N. 65%!.; 60 S W ) .

Proceed west on Ocean Drive to South entrance to Brenton Point
State Park.
Mileage
6.1

Junction of Ocean Drive with Harrison Avenue on right (north).
Turn right into the southern entrance to Brenton Point State Park
and park.
Cross Ocean Drive with caution and walk left (east)
along the seawall to a point 25 m from the Park entrance where
you will have an excellent view of the F^ fold structure.
Features to be noted here include:
A. Stratigraphic succession as noted on Figure 3.
B. A series of upright F^ anticlinal and synclinal folds
overturned to the west with polyphase structures
superimposed on them, well displayed on the shore even
at high tide.
These F 1 folds are cut by the dominant
low-lying S 2 cleavage, produced, along with the F 2 folds
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Brenton Point
State Park
south entrance

cover

30 meters

Figure 3 , Sketch map of prominent F 1 fold in Graves Point member
of the Newport formation cut by S2 andcleavages.
Lithologic
units are from oldest to y o u n g e s t :
1.

Interbedded maroon and pale green sandstone having well developed
graded beds (turbidites) toward the base.
2. Dominantly finely layered maroon siltstones and sandstones
with
some green siltstones and buff weathering tuffs.
3. Buff weathering lapilli tuff.
4. Finely layered maroon siltstone.
5.
Interbedded dominant green siltstone with thin salmon pink slate beds.
6 . Buff weathering porcellanitic tuff beds.
7. Maroon siltstone and sandstone.
8 . Buff weathering tuff bed in Unit 2.
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to which it is axial planar, as a result of flattening.
S2 is
a transposition cleavage, a feature well displayed in the
eastern part of the map area (Fig. 3) where the beds are at a
high angle to S2 . S 3 is an upright spaced fracture cleavage
(N. lO^W; vertical), rarely observed either in the Precambrian
rocks of Newport and Middletown or in the Cambrian rocks of
Conanicut Island.
Nevertheless, this is the approximate
orientation of the axial plane of Alleghanian folds affecting
Pennsylvanian rocks of the Narragansett Basin exposed a short
distance to the north of Newport.
Return to Brenton Park and vehicles and continue west and
north on Ocean Drive.
Mileage
6.6

Brenton Point on left (south)

6.8

Jetty on left; on a clear day there is a good view of
Beavertail Lighthouse to the southwest on southernmost
Conanicut Island whose rock-bound shore consists of
fossiliferous Cambrian phyllite, the subject of another
field trip by Skehan, Rast and Logue (this volume).

7.0

Turn right at north entrance to Brenton Point State Park
and park.
Because of restrictions on parking near Castle
Hill (Stop 3), especially during the tourist season, it may
be necessary to park here and walk north along Ocean Drive.

7.25

Outcrops on right consist of inverted turbidite
beds up
to 1.3 m thick of the Castle Hill member on the front lawn
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond U. Esposito.

7.4

Winans Avenue on right.

7.55

Turn left onto paved access road to the Inn at Castle Hill

7.7

Turn left again onto unpaved access road near the cottages
of the Inn at Castle Hill.
Walk to the nearby outcrops
that form the shoreline cliffs.
Stop 3 . Castle H i l l . Castle Hill and Graves Point member
of the Newport formation.
A traverse will be made from the shoreline exposures in front
of the most westerly of the Cottages of the Inn at Castle Hill
to the Lighthouse just south of the Inn at Castle Hill itself.
Certain features which may be seen at only one location or
other structures or special features which are unusually
well displayed at a particular location are noted along the
line of traverse (Fig. 4).
This area preserves a great variety of geological features
unusually well displayed.
A suggested route, with a number
of easily recognized checkpoints may be followed to obtain
a synoptic understanding of the major features of the geology
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Lighthouse

CASTLE
HILL

GANSETT

ZOO meters

Southern

N arragansett

Bay

Figure 4 . Index map to stations of Stop 3 on the geological traverse
along Castle Hill.
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of this part of the island.

3-1 to 3-3. Throughout this traverse there is a well developed
sequence, one part of which is developed between
3-1 and 3-7, and a second which together with the
first is well displayed in the second half of the
traverse.
The first part of the sequence consists
of upward fining graded beds commonly called turbidites,
maroon and green, generally thick (from 5-10 cm to
1-1.5 m) with interbedded, finely laminated gray, and
alternating gray and maroon siltstones, and maroon and
green slates, and gray, white weathering porcellanitic
volcanic tuffs and lapilli tuffs.
9

Throughout the second half of the traverse there is a
strong color and grain size contrast as the succession
consists dominantly of: pale to dark green chloritic
siltstones, maroon siltstones and slates, gray to white
weathering porcellanitic tuffs, and minor finely layered
gray to greenish siltstones and phyllite of the Graves
Point member.
This and the previously described section
contain sills and dikes of highly altered, bright green
mafic rock.
Point 3-2 is the highest exposed knob of rock visible
from the shore at 3-1.
Selected features to be noted are:

Faults of more than one age

and other features are present

••

From Point 3-1 - 3-3 excellently displayed graded bedding
indicates that the succession is overturned. The coarsest
basal part of graded beds are near 3-2, along the cliff
edge, and these polymictic fine conglomerate beds have
pebbles elongate N. 20°W.; plunging 25 . This direction
may represent elongation parallel to the F-^ fold axis as
this is the general trend of F^ axes nearby.

0

a) 15 m west of 3-1 there is a late brittle fault
(N. 30°E.; 70° NW) which, with its branches, can be
traced along this traverse 3-1 to 3-2, and shows right
lateral offset of 2 m.
These late open faults are
filled with broadly warped slickensided quartz veins.
b) About 20 m west and 30 m southwest of 3-1 earlier
faults may be seen.
Look for light colored tuffaceous
rocks which show truncation of bedding.
In each case
the fault is marked by the presence of folded quartz
veins.
The dominant S 2 cleavage, showing transposition,
crosses both faults without interruption and therefore
the faulting is probably Late Precambrian or associated
with the Avalonian or Cadomian II orogeny.
The S2
cleavage forming event, however, may be pre-Pennsylvanian
Paleozoic in age.
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c) An altered greenschist mafic sill (N. 43 W . ; 18 NE)
up to 1 m thick is well exposed 15 m N of 3-2, it has
fine grained chilled margins against the enclosing
sedimentary rocks.
d) Throughout this traverse the S2
from low angles in the slaty beds to a higher angle,
a modified S-shape, in the more competent sandy and
tuffaceous beds.
3-3 - 3-4. The traverse continues over inverted graded beds to
point 3-4, about 100 m NW of 3-2.
Note that as you
pass over a late, approximately E-W striking fault,
marked by the presence of non-folded quartz veins
dipping 20 - 30 N, the beds in these two craggy block
ridges above the fault are upright, on graded bedding
criteria, except in the F^ fold described above.
3-4. On the western end of these blocks, however, a recumbent
syncline of graded beds opens to the west.
The axial
plane strikes and dips N. 20CW . ; 30WNE; and fold
orientation is N. 15CW. at
. This is an F^ fold since
both limbs are cut by the S 2 cleavage.
It may be a soft
sediment fold upon which was deposited the upright
sequence between 3-4 and 3-7.
The contact between the overturned and upright beds is
about 4 m east of the above F, fold and its inverted
limb is marked by a folded ana lineated chlorite-quartz
vein interpreted as an early fault.
About 0.5 m above
this fault is a soft sediment slump fold.
3-5 and 3-6. Point 3-5 is on the upper shore and is recognized by
the presence of a folded green chlorite-plagioclasequartz mylonite marking the fault plane between the
upright succession (between 3-5 and 3-4) and the steeply
dipping inverted beds north of this normal fault.
Note
that the graded sandstone and slate beds east of this
fault (N. 30°W; 62°NE) form a truncated syncline
abutting the fault on its north side.
At point
a quartz
The fold
north of

3-6, at the base of the prominent cliff, is
vein breccia-filled fault (N. 35CE . ; 35CN W ) ,
at 3-4 plunges below this fault and is not seen
its described locality.

3-7. This is along the cliff above 3-6 and along the western
part of the exposed outcrop.
There is a strong color
and structural contrast between the maroon graded
sandstones which are east of the contact exposed here
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and pale green to yellow tuff beds, the thin maroon
siltstones, and dark green finely layered siltstones
of the Graves Point member.
The latter units define an F-^ fold at this locality and
a series of such folds between this locality, the
Lighthouse (3-15) and beyond.
Here the upright F^ fold
plunges 10° toward N. 10 E and its curved
plane is overturned to the SE.
There is a well developed
cleavage in the nose of this fold in the maroon
siltstone beds and it is cut by a^well developed
transposition cleavage and a thrust fault.

3- 8 . Trace this contact between the two sequences northward a
few meters and note that the maroon graded beds are upright
but that the other ("the green") sequence is inverted,
both determined by excellently developed graded beds.
Since
the S2 cleavage cuts both limbs of early folds and the
Graves Point sequence appears to have a larger number of
identifiable structures (as will be seen in later localities)
we infer that the inverted green sequence may have undergone
a deformational episode in which the maroon sequence of
this stop was not involved.

3-9 and 3-10. Tracing the contact northward one encounters a gully (3-9)
developed along a late quartz vein-filled normal fault
(N. 30* E . ; 60° NW) about 300 feet south of the lighthouse.
The horizontal component of dextral movement is. about 15 m.
North of that fault both the maroon and green sequences
are inverted and essentially conformable.
.

3-10. This point is located about 300 feet south of the lighthouse,
east of the grassline bordering the shoreline exposures and
just south of the trace of the fault at 3-9.
Here one
would expect to find the upright sequence.
However, the
beds pass from steeply overturned to vertical to shallowdipping upright as traced from east to west.
This has
implications for interpretations of the large scale structure
of this area.
3-11 to 3-15. The features of these stations are in the block north of the
fault of 3-9.
Station 3-11 is a convenient place to examine
the stratigraphic succession of the Graves Point member in a
confined area.
North of this fault the entire shoreline
outcrop area is dominated by F^ folds and to a lesser extent
by F 2 folds in this distinctive mixed green and maroon
sequence.
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This inverted sequence from older to younger, based on
graded beds, is as follows:
Unit 1.

Buff weathering gray lapilli tuff beds

(0.5 m ) .

Unit 2.

A few meters each of maroon siltstones and pale
green to light gray phyllite and siltstones.

Unit 3.

Maroon slates, siltstones, and graded sandstones.

3-12. An F1 syncline about 15 m long, the core of which is composed
of inverted tuff beds, is well defined by the contact with
the brightly colored units below.
3-13. At this point and northward to the lighthouse (3-15), an
altered mafic dike (N. 20 E . ; vertical) cuts across these F^
structures and is involved in F2 folding.
At locality 3-14
(near the grassline) and near the contact with a complex
synclinal structure there is a series of faults which ante
date the S2 cleavage.
Between this locality and the light
house there is a north plunging inverted F-^ syncline.
The
dike of 3-13 can be traced across this structure to the base
of the Castle Hill Lighthouse where it, as well as thinly
laminated maroon siltstones and slates in the cliff above
the late fault, define well developed F 2 folds and associated
S2 cleavage.

Figure 5 . A composite cross section sketch showing the Castle Hill
and Graves Point members of the Newport formation in a faulted
overturned recumbent syncline at Stop 3.
Points on the traverse
are noted.
Points on the traverse are projected into the plane of
section.
M beds are those of Castle Hill member and G are those
of the Graves Point member.
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Summary
On the basis of the above data from this locality and relevant data
elsewhere on the Island we interpret the features described above as part of
a major recumbent F-^ syncline cut by faults of several ages (Fig. 5) . The
maroon sandstone sequence makes up the Castle Hill member of the Newport
formation and the green and maroon beds form the basal part of the Graves
Point member or Brenton Point members.
Return to starting point by going south to Locality 3-10 and
follow the path for a few hundred feet to the Cottages.
Retrace route and proceed northeasterly on Ocean Drive and
Castle Hill Avenue for 0.2 miles; and follow Ridge Road for
0.8 miles to Harrison Avenue.
Milea
7.75

U.S. Coast Guard Station, Castle Hill.

7.85

Shamrock Cliff Oceanside Hotel and Restaurant on left

8.0

Casey's Broadlawn Estate on left.

8.55

Road to Hammersmith Farm, the former home of Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh D. Auchincloss, for a time the Summer White House during
the Kennedy Administration.

8,8

9.15
9.25

Turn left at entrance to Fort Adams State Park.
Continue past
the gatehouse.
Turn right at intersection at stop sign.
Follow
paved road downhill toward the shore past the parking lot near
the picnic area on right.

Turn right at

Fort Adams Beach.

Park near the
boat ramp at the rear of the Park Bathhouse and
Snack Bar, the former artillery stables, and walk along shore
to the rock outcrops.
Stop 4 . Olistostrome of the Fort Adams member of the Newport
formation.
Fort Adams State Park Beach.
The following are the more significant features of this locality:
A. The upper unit
of the Fort Adams member is well exposed
along the shore.
This unit consists dominantly of greenishgray weathering chlorite-feldspar sandstone up to 15 cm thick,
and of buff weathering quartzite in part more vitreous than
the green beds, both interbedded with maroon siltstone and
phyllite beds typically less than 1-2 cm thick.
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B. These rocks are polydeformed, in part as a result of
processes acting contemporaneously with deposition of
the sediments; and in part later tectonic deformation.
1. Although the sandstone beds can commonly
traced in
plunging folds for a meter or for several meters, these
beds are typically dismembered.
This pulling apart of
the more competent beds appears to have taken place by
two processes:
a) a soft sediment slumping or flowing
of parts of the sandy beds, and b)
by a quasi-boudinage
type of extension parallel to the bedding, resulting in
the distribution of dismembered layers and irregular
shaped blocks and pieces of the more competent sandstone
beds.
In part the olistostrome consists of polymictic blocks
which must have been lithified prior to their incorpor
ation into the sedimentary succession.
At this locality
there are ellipsoidal blocks of gray vitreous quartzite,
and buff-weathering dolomite each up to 8 m long (Fig. 6)
The long axes of the largest blocks are about three times
that of the other two dimensions.

I

%*

Figure 6 . Fort Adams State Park Beach looking south-southeast at the Fort
Adams olistostrome.
In right foreground (d) is elliptical dolomite
olistolith 8 X 2 . 5 X 2 . 5 m and the enclosing sedimentary rock crops out
on left.
Trace of S2 cleavage is shown.
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2. Two episodes of folding are recorded as F^ and
Graded beds in upright F, folds indicate that the beds
young toward the east.
These folds have an axial plane
orientation N. 25CW; 60tNE; and the fold axis trends
N. 8CW. plunging at 5°.
These folds have been flattened
to produce F2 folds to which the dominant cleavage
(N. 8°W; 22CNE) is axial planar.
Walk northwest from
the beach to the access road and go left around the
corner for about 100 m along this main road.
Examine
these outcrops in the road cut between the beach and
the picnic area with parking lot.
Features of interest here include:
The rock matrix is characteristically a deep green
chlorite-muscovite-quartz schist rich in conglomerate
particles of a wide range of sizes; boudinaged layers of
vitreous gray quartzite, brown weathering ankeritic gray
quartzite; and green chert pebbles and masses of chert
separated by S 2 transposition cleavage planes.
This lower
unit of the Fort Adams member differs from the upper unit
in that it is more difficult to trace bedding because the
rock is characterized by transposition on the 83 cleavage.
Blocks of boudinaged quartzite typically have an S-shaped
cross section viewed in sections normal to the trend of
F2 fold axes.
Late, east-dipping brittle faults commonly
are essentially parallel to the 83 cleavage but some dip
more steeply and cut the S 2 cleavage.
Features in this
outcrop are similar to those near the guardhouse on the
access road from Ocean Drive to the Park.
One of the
boudinaged gray, vitreous quartzite blocks at that
locality has two axial dimensions of about 5 X 12 m.
Retrace route to Harrison Avenue.
Mileage
9.7

Go left (east) on Harrison Avenue.

9.8

Hammersmith Road on right.

9.9

Outcrops of Price's Neck volcaniclastics on north and south side
of road and extensive outcrops of thick, well-graded turbidites
may be seen in the rolling hills in the fields west of Edgehill
Newport.

10.2

Pass entrance to Edgehill Newport on right.

10.25

Turn right on Beacon Hill Road and then immediately left at
triangle formed by Beacon Hill Road and Brenton Road. Park
and walk up hill 50 m.
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Stop 5 . P r i c e ’s Neck formation, Unit 2 . On west side of
Beacon Hill Road 50 m south of junction with Brenton Road
at Edgehill Newport.
■

At this locality may be seen graded tuff beds whose orientation
is N. 87°E ; 90° and which face north.
Well laminated horizons
show strong soft sediment deformation and the development of S 2
cleavage with well developed elongation of thermal spots in the
plane of S2 . Tiny slump balls are recognized on the glacially
polished flat surface of this outcrop.
The implication of the
cleavage-thermal spotting is that the thermal spotting developed
subsequent to the S-^ formation and prior to S 2 .
On the east side of the road 100 m south of Stop 5 the S2
cleavage is refracted and one may observe that the thermal
spots are similarly refracted.
Mileage
10.5

Pass Wickham Road on right continuing on Brenton Road.

10.7

At four c o m e r s go right on Harrison Avenue.

11.1

Harrison Avenue ends at Carroll Avenue.
Take a right and
immediately follow left fork (Carroll A v enue ).

11.4

Recreation Park at Ruggles Avenue where Newport granite of
a former quarry outcrops.
Continue on Carroll Avenue.

11.95

Intersection with Ocean Drive.

12.45

Ocean Drive ends at Bellevue Avenue.
Bellevue Avenue.

12.55

Turn right on Ledge Road.

12.8

Park along shoulder of Ledge Road.
Note parking restrictions.
Proceed to the shore and follow Cliffwalk along the shore to the
east for approximately ^ mile to Doris D u k e ’s property which can
be recognized by barbed wire fence.
Continue to contact of
granite and sedimentary rocks.

Go left (east) on Ocean Drive.
Turn right and follow

Stop 6 . Contact relationships of Newport granite with Fort Adams
formation. Cliffwalk northeast of Ledge Road and to the east of
the southern three mansions on Bellevue Avenue, (Fig. 7).
Significant geologic features here include:
A. The Newport granite and pegmatite are intrusive into the
olistostrome of the Fort Adams member of the Newport formation.
Thermally spotted sedimentary rocks of the olistostrome are
recognized at or near each of the Localities 6-1 to 6- 6 .
North of the latter locality rocks of the olistostrome are
interbedded with volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks of the
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Price's Neck formation and still farther north (Fig. 1)
become the typical volcaniclastic rocks of Price's Neck
formation.
In places the Fort Adams olistostrome has an abundance of
volcanic debris and may be easily confused with agglomer
ates.
However, its polymictic nature and the presence of
intrusive fragments varying from ultramafic to granitic
precludes such an interpretation.
B. Original sedimentation features include well developed
sedimentary layering associated with subparallel S-^
cleavage and striking essentially E-W and is vertical;
and the presence of blocks and fragments of great litho
logic variety.
As was the case also at Stop 4 in Fort
Adams, stretching parallel to the bedding has given rise
variously to boudinaged pods or blocks of more competent
rocks which may be difficult to distinguish, as for
example, the lenticular jasper at Station 6-3.

C. Matthew
Dick

fence
remnant
wire fence

2 0 0 ft

Figure 7 . Sketch map of Stop 6 , southern Cliffwalk, showing location
of selected geologic features at and near the contact of the Newport
granite with the olistostrome of the Fort Adams member of the Newport
formation.
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C. Structural features diagnostic of relative time of intrusion.
Earlier we noted that Smith (1978) had obtained a Rb/Sr
whole rock age date of 595+ 12 Ma.
At several points of
this stop one may observe granite and pegmatite cutting
across the earlier formed S^ cleavage in the sedimentary
rocks but in turn are cut by the well developed S2 cleavage
(Fig. 8).
Thus the intrusion of all phases of the Newport
granite appear to have come in after the onset of deformation
as evidenced by the S-^ cleavage but before the development of
S2 *
here commonly strikes approximately E-W but shows the
variability that one expects from an earlier structure; S2
commonly strikes in a northeasterly direction.
There is
additionally a strong mylonitic shearing and penetrative
cataclastic deformation along the S2 trend, as is well shown
at Stations 5 and 6 (Fig. 9) respectively.
v 19 '
^^^9
Specific features may be observed at the following localities:
6-1. Porphyritic granite cuts hornfelsed or "spotted" sedimentary
rocks; associated pegmatite is traced back into the granite.
Outstanding development of S^ cleavage (N. 50 E.; steeply
dipping) cut by granite and pegmatite (Fig. 8) and in turn are
cut by S2 (N. 10 E.; 45°NW).
6-2. Mafic dike well exposed on top of cliff.
6-3. Granite and border phase pegmatite cut across sedimentary
beds.
Only the latter are cut by S-^ cleavage (N. 80°^.;
vertical) but granite, pegmatite and sedimentary rocks are
cut by S2 (N. 2 0 ° W . ; 50°SW). Nearby the olistostrome contains
polymictic fragments of coarse felsite, with lesser amounts
of mafic rock.
Boudinaged jasper veins and/or blocks are
seen on the cliff edge; mafic dikes are stretched out parallel
to
cleavage.
6-4. Yellow-weathering gabbro blocks are present in the olistostrome.
Just to the north of the remmants of a stone fence on the out
crop is a specimen of late mylonitic shearing, parallel to the
granite contact (Fig. 7) and parallel to S2 cleavage (N. 48°E;
vertical) in the adjacent sedimentary rocks.
East-West
striking
cleavage is deflected into the plane of mylonitic
shearing.
A Xenolith (Fig. 9) and a relict Xenolith, now
largely granite, preserve the S-^ cleavage orientation of the
adjacent sedimentary rocks.
The curving of the sedimentary
bedding and
cleavage into the mylonitic shear zone indi
cates that the movement was
dextral .
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Figure 8 . Sketch of an intrusive contact of the Newport granite (G)
and pegmatite (P) cutting hornfelsed olistostrome of the Fort Adams
member of the Newport formation (0) at Point 6-1 (Fig. 7) on Cliffwalk,
Newport, Rhode Island.
S 2 is first cleavage; S£ is second cleavage.

Figure 9 . Sketch of a zone of
orientation of the S 2 cleavage.
retain the S^ cleavage.

dextral mylonitic shearing along the
The Xenolith (X) and relict Xenolith (R)
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6-5. Go north of the mylonitic shear zone across a prominent gully.
Here there is a pervasive cataclastic deformation on the S2
cleavage (N. 45°E.; 60CNW.).
For example, about 6 m north of
6-5 a pegmatite is conspicuously cut from end to end by
cataclastic features along the S2 cleavage orientation.
6-6. The rock promontory in front of the Matthew and Ronald Dick
mansion is a polymictic olistostrome including a block of
jaspilitic quartz 1 m long.
Closely spaced fractures
(N. 10 W . ; vertical), showing sinistral displacements, cut S2
cleavage.
If these are fractures related to the breakup of
the Avalonian terrain they agree with the offset directions of
Kent and Opdyke (1978).
Time permitting one may continue north for about % km and
examine the transitional boundary between Fort Adams olistos
trome sediments and the volcaniclastic and volcanic rocks of
the P r i c e ’s Neck formation well exposed along the shoreline.
Where directions of tops of beds are known from graded beds
they are consistently to the N and become easier to read
toward the north.
Return to Ledge Road and go north along Bellevue Avenue following
signs to Newport Bridge.
Return to main routes via Route 138 west.
If returning to University of Rhode Island, go west on 138 over
the Newport Bridge.
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